[Preparation and properties of stretched polytene chromosomes. 2. Mechanism of stretching].
Isolated polytene chromosomes were stretched in a 0.125 M NaCl solution with constant speed, by constant force and by cyclically changing force. For each regime, the dependence of chromosome length on the time and force magnitude were recorded. From this it may be concluded that three processes are involved in chromosome stretching: viscoelastic deformation, viscous flow of DNP segments, and cristallization, i.e. intermolecular cross-linking of neighbour segments. At a high rate stretching (V greater than Vo) chromosome may be torn like at small deformation; when rate is V greater than Vo chromosome deformation is mostly viscoelastic; at rates V approximately Vo viscous flow of DNP segments if predominant. We estimate Vo approximately less than 3--6 mum/s. Electron microscopy shows that during chromosome stretching its DNP fibers are oriented along chromosome axis without detectable breaks.